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• FSK (Frequency shift keying)
• CW (Morse code)
• Static carriers (carrier wave containing no data)

Abstract
Future cognitive radio systems will be operating
in very signal dense environments, with numerous
generations of radio systems in operation utilising
different protocols all in the same frequency bands.
The aim of this project was to design and build a
radio system that is capable of classifying different
radio signals using convolutional neural networks
and novel feature extraction methods. It was proposed that this technology can be used to build
more reliable and more agile Dynamic Spectrum
Access (DSA) systems. Overall, a robust classification system for signals in the shortwave radio
bands has been designed and constructed using
a HackRF Software Defined Radio (SDR) as the
data source.
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This section gives an overview of the current work in this
research area. Two areas of the signal classification industry were analysed:
• The current academic progress
• The current state of the art commercial classification
systems that are currently available

3.1

Introduction

The Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum is under high demand all over the world. With the advancement of Long
Term Evolution (LTE, 4G cellular radio) and 5G on the
way, the RF spectrum is going to be even harder to secure
for new services due to the extra bandwidth that will be
required. In addition to the bandwidth demand, new services also need to work around existing services such as
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM, 2G) or
WiFi.
To enable future cognitive communications systems to work
effectively and efficiently (i.e. avoiding transmitting over
existing systems), they will need to know what type of
systems are in operation around them in real time. There
are a large number of modulation schemes and protocols
that exist, all with different configurations and parameters
(even different implementation of the same specification
can have operational differences due to different manufacturers and tolerances). This presents a non-trivial challenge to the new communications system.
It was proposed that this signal classification problem can
be solved utilising neural networks and the power of modern open-source software toolkits and frameworks.
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Literature Review

Aims and Objectives

The aim of this project was to construct a system that is
capable accurately identifying and classifying the signals
within a HF radio band using novel techniques. The target
band is the 40m amateur radio band and 41m Broadcast
band. This translates to the frequency range 7.000 MHz 7.450 MHz. The following signals will be “taught” to the
classifier:
• AM (Amplitude Modulation) containing human
speech or music
• SSB (Single sideband) containing human speech
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Current Academic Work

A large amount of work in signal classification and identification is currently taking place in this area by a number of
industry sectors, the largest three being defence (for communications and surveillance operations), medicine (medical data analysis and prediction with a large amount of
work going on in Electroencephalogram (EEG) analysis)
and communications technology manufacturers (looking
towards Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) and higher performance of existing specifications).
A system has been designed to use the time frequency
properties of the input spectrum to classify different signal types [1] (in this case Bluetooth, 802.11b and 802.11g).
This system extracts a number of spectral features (bandwidth, centre frequency and transmit time) and inputs
these into a trained neural network.
Researchers from Ostwestfalen-Lippe University of Applied Sciences and Wroclaw University of Technology have
developed a ”Neuro-Fuzzy Signal Classifier” that is able to
classify signals to known communication standards. This
system used the Power Spectral Density (PSD) as the
identification parameter for signals [2]. PSD was used as
the classification feature due to the higher computational
efficiency of calculation compared to the Spectral Coherence Function (SCF).
A paper titled “Wireless Interference Identification with
Convolutional Neural Networks” [3] from the OstwestfalenLippe University of Applied Sciences describes a system
designed to detect different signals in the 2.4 GHz band
utilising a complex valued Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
as the classification input data. A convolutional neural
network was trained to classify 15 different signal classes.
The Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
published a paper on ”A New Approach to Signal Classification Using Spectral Correlation and Neural Networks”.
This method uses the SCF as the main parameter for classification [4]. The SCF method of feature extraction has
also been implemented as described in the papers: “Cyclostationary Approaches to Signal Detection and Classi-

fication in Cognitive Radio” [5] and “A New Approach to
Improve Signal Classification in Low SNR Environment in
Spectrum Sensing”[6]. The SCF method of feature extraction (otherwise known as cyclic spectral density) is popular in this field due to the fact that it provides a more
information packed domain for signal analysis [7]. The major downside for this method is that computing the SCF
is computationally expensive compared to other features
(such as the PSD) [2]. A SCF method of classification
using GNURadio is also described in the paper “Practical
Signal Detection and Classification in GNU Radio” [8].
A paper titled “Convolutional Radio Modulation Recognition Networks” describes work that analyses the classification accuracy of training a convolutional neural network
on raw time domain data and “expert features” which
are composed of cyclic-moment based features [9]. It was
found that using time domain data as the input to the
CNN worked well compared to the “expert features” and
is a high accuracy approach for signal classification. This
work is also discussed and reinforced in a second paper
[10]. Time domain data was also used as the classification
input in the paper “Very Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for Raw Waveforms” where deep CNNs (up to 34
layers) were seen to outperform shallow CNNs [11].
Another method of signal classification is via the signal
constellations as described in the thesis “Signal Detection and Digital Modulation Classification-Based Spectrum Sensing for Cognitive Radio” [12]. This project uses
a multi-class SVM (Support Vector Machine) to classify
the data.
It is noted that in the paper “Spectrum Monitoring for
Radar Bands using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks”
spectrograms and an amplitude-phase difference combination were used as classification parameters [13]. It was
concluded that the amplitude-phase difference method was
more robust to noise.
Feature extraction using wavelet transformations was implemented and tested to identify mosquito signatures from
audio recordings. This method was found to be very effective and accurate, even marginally surpassing human
experts [14].
In the paper “Fast and Unsupervised Classification of Radio Frequency Data Sets Utilizing Machine Learning Algorithms” 96 data sets were clustered and classified using time domain statistical features and spectrograms [15].
Overall it was found that using only three statistical features was required to produce satisfactory results.
Kickview Corporation have documented how to use CNNs
with spectrogram data for accurate classification [16]. The
spectrogram method has also been used for radar detection
over tele-communication signals [17].
The work “Convolutional Neural Network for Classification of Solar Radio Spectrum” [18] uses a deep CNN to
classify the spectrums of solar microwave bursts. A four
layer CNN was found to produce classification results of
between 83% and 89%. The topic and problem tackled in
this paper directly relates to the subjects covered in this
project.
In the paper “Deep Neural Network Architectures for Modulation Classification” [19] multiple CNN architectures were
investigated with a basic 4 layer CNN providing a classi-
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fication output of 83.8%. This basic CNN was then integrated with more advanced topologies such as LSTM
(Long Short Term Memory) and CLDNN (Convolutional,
Long Short-Term Memory) to increase the classification
accuracy (CLDNN reached 88.5%).
A github project for classifying signals using deep CNNs
and using a low cost SDR (the RTL-SDR) has been found
to produce good results [20]. This technique initially used
the raw IQ samples, restructured into a NxN array for
classification. Then different pre-processing tactics were
introduced including computing the FFT, demodulating
the signal as if it was AM and demodulating the signal as
if it was FM. Keras was used as the machine learning API.
The paper “Deep Architectures for Modulation Recognition” describes the analysis of a number of different
deep classification networks for RF signal classification
[21]. A number of standard modulations were investigated
from the “RadioML2016.10a” data-set [22]. Overall it was
found that the classification accuracy is not limited by the
network architecture. To improve further classification accuracy novel transformation and feature generation techniques must be investigated furthur.
In the paper “Over the Air Deep Learning Based Radio
Signal Classification” a moment based method of signal
classification is investigated. A number of ML models
were investigated including gradient boosted tree ensembles, CNNs and RNNs. RNNs were found to provide
the optimum performance in this instance and found to
achieve 95.6% test accuracy after training. This system
was tested over the air using Ettus Research B210 SDRs
(i.e. signal generation and reception) where the test accuracy dropped to 87%.

3.2

Existing Commercial Signal Classification Systems

• CRFS provide a “signal recognition” module for their
analysis software “RFeye”. This software uses machine learning techniques to classify the modulation
schemes for RF signals that it has detected. Machine
learning is used to improve classifier performance.
[23, 24]
• The Rohde and Schwarz CA100 and CA120 is a PC
based signal analysis package that takes input from
a number of sources (including pre-recorded IQ data
and Rohde and Schwarz SDRs). The system can automatically classify signals from a database provided
by Rohde and Schwarz. The system is also able to
demodulate the signals classified for further analysis.
No in-depth information is provided to the public on
how this classification unit operates. [25]
• Keysight Technologies provide software that is capable of detecting and classifying data from a number of sources. Their software is also able to locate
the SoI using TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival)
and RSS (Relative Signal Strength) techniques when
multiple antennas are in use[26].

3.3

Discussion

In conclusion of the initial research, it has been shown that
a large part of the signal classification system problem is
selecting the classification features that will be analysed.
This is a non-trivial problem that a large number of academics are working on.
The following classification parameters have been observed
being used in the literature:
• Raw real/IQ data
• Complex and Magnitude Spectrogram
• PSD
• SCF
• CWT
• Bandwidth
• Transmit period
In addition to the above, the following machine learning
tools have been observed in use for dealing with RF baseband data:
• Deep Neural Networks
• Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
• Multi-Class Support Vector Machines
• K-means clustering
• Support Vector Machines
It has was decided that the classifiers for this project will
initially be formed of DCNNs. This has been chosen because a number of promising examples of signal classifiers Figure 1: High Level System Diagram of the classification
using DCNNs have been shown in the published literature software “SignalDoctor”
(4 layer convolutional layers).
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Methodology
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The project has been split into two major areas of work:
• Designing a software framework capable obtaining
data from a Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) SDR
and classifying the detected signals.
• Investigating classification features and neural network architectures for suitability of classifying RF
signals

5

Feature Generation

Feature calculation is a very important section of the classification process. Raw IQ data (without interpretation
into another format, such as a waterfall plot) is not suitable for direct input into a neural network. The main
reason for this is that the system must be able to take
different signal bandwidths into account. Different bandwidth signals mean that the number of IQ samples can
be different (over the same sampling time) which means
that the neural network would have to have a variable input size which is outside the remit of this study. Feature
generation allows different IQ sequences to be represented
in a standard format and hence allows standard neural
networking tools to be utilised.

System Design

The classification system is formed of a number of processing servers written in python that communicate over
a network connection using ZMQ. The SoapySDR framework has been selected to interface with the COTS SDR
(HackRF) as it has been found during testing to provide
a more reliable API for this application than GNURadio
(which was originally investigated). A ‘spectrum processor” analyses buffers of data from the SDR and selects the
SoIs that have been found using the detection algorithm.
These signals are then extracted using frequency domain
decimation. The Python packages SciPy and NumPy were
used as the main tools to implement this. A “spectrum
classifier” receives the individually selected signals, generates the classification features and produces the class
results using an ensemble of pre-trained CNNs. The multiple class results are then converted into a single result
using a majority voting system. The neural networks are
designed and implemented in Keras with Tensorflow as the
backend. The class results are then passed onto the webapp that provides a human usable interface to view the
locations and classes of signals that have been detected.

6.1

Spectrogram Generation - Short
Time Fourier Transform

The complex spectrogram is calculated using the
signal.stft() function [27] provided by Scipy. This complex spectrogram is the main source of classification data
for the classifiers. All classification data stems from this
initial calculation.
Once the complex spectrogram has been calculated (this
produces a complex 2D array), the array is shifted such
that 0Hz is in the centre of the spectrum.
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6.2

Magnitude Spectrogram

This feature is calculated by “unrolling” the calculated
phase angle from the complex spectrogram along the freTo compute the magnitude spectrum, the complex spec- quency axis [28].
trum is squared and the absolute value is taken:
2

Xmag = |Xcplx |

(1) 6.4

Mean PSD

This produces a NxN array of real values that represents The PSD is generated by calculating the mean of the magnitude spectrum along the time axis to obtain a time avthe magnitude time-frequency components of the SoI.
eraged PSD estimate. This method is detailed in figure
4.

Figure 4: PSD Generation - The magnitude spectrogram
has the mean calculated across the time axis to produce a
1xN output vector.
Figure 2: Magnitude Spectrogram Examples
Figure 2 shows four different magnitude spectrogram examples. The magnitude spectrogram is a very standard
method of viewing RF signals due to the easy to recognise
features produced.

6.3

Phase Spectrogram

The phase spectrogram was investigated in a similar way
to the magnitude spectrogram. Unfortunately the phase
spectrogram was found to not provide much defining information for classification purposes so was abandoned.

Figure 5: Mean PSD Examples
Example PSD plots are shown in figure 5. It is noted that
the differences between AM and SSB are very apparent
although it is not possible to differentiate the CW and
static carrier plots as both appear as a single spike of power
at a single frequency.

6.5

Variance PSD

The variance PSD was initially investigated due to the
issue of detecting the difference in the PSD vector between
a constant carrier signal and a modulating carrier (such
Figure 3: Phase Spectrogram Examples
as Morse code).
Variance is calculated as so[29]:
Figure 3 shows examples of the phase spectrogram. This
Pn
figure can be seen to not provide much information suit(xi − x̄)2
V ar(x) = i=0
(2)
able for classification.
n−1
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Figure 6: Variance PSD Examples

Figure 8: Min PSD Examples

Figure 6 shows a number of examples of the variance PSD.
Unfortunately it is still not possible to differentiate between the CW transmission and the static carrier (due to
the fact that the static carrier has a slight variance in time
due to the radio channel conditions) although it is noted
that the technique has had the desired effect on the AM
signal where the centre carrier has disappeared compared
to the mean PSD.

For SSB this is because the human speech components
vary a large amount in frequency and have no long term
constant components. In the static carrier and AM signals
the centre carrier is visible (as this never varies below a
certain point).

6.6

A number of NxN features generated from the magnitude
spectrogram have been explored.
One defining feature of a number of signals is the symmetry in time and frequency (e.g. AM). The auto-covarience
matrix was explored as a classification feature to represent the symmetrical features of signals. The covarience
matrix is calculated as follows[30]:
h
i
T
CXX = E (X − µX ) (X − µX )
(3)

6.7

Min/Max PSD

The min/max PSDs were also investigated to solve the
static carrier versus dynamic carrier classification problem. These PSD vectors are calculated in a similar way
to the standard PSD although instead of calculating the
mean of the magnitude spectrum, the minimum/maximum
value is taken for each frequency bin.

Magnitude Variance and Auto-Correlation
Coefficient Matrices

This feature was also further investigated by calculating
the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (aka
correlation coefficients). These are calculated using the
previously calculated variance matrices as follows[31]:
Cij
Cii ∗ Cjj

Rij = p

(4)

The two feature generation methods produce matrices that
attempt to capture the correlation features in the magnitude spectrograms.
Figure 9 shows examples of the variance matrix. It can be
seen that the SSB and AM matrices differ greatly. Unfortunately, once again the CW and static carrier signals are
hard to differentiate due to the similarity of the signals.
Figure 7: Max PSD Examples
Figure 10 shows examples of the correlation coefficient matrix. This figure shows that there are many different differFigure 7 shows examples of the max PSD. The response ing features produced by each signal. The CW and static
is very similar to the mean PSD and has the same classi- carrier signals are still rather similar but it can be seen
that the centre spike produced differs.
fication issues associated with this.
Figure 8 shows examples of the min PSD. Here it can be
seen that the CW and SSB signals produce a zero vector.
For CW this is due to the “on/off” nature of the signal.
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using this method produces two magnitude spikes on frequency features of the original signal.

Figure 9: Variance Matrix Examples
Figure 11: Differential Spectrogram (Frequency Axis) Examples
Figure 12 shows examples of the differentiated magnitude
spectrum in the time domain. It can be clearly seen that
any sharp changes in magnitude over time produces a spike
in the differential output. Unfortunately this process is
very sensitive to amplitude changes as can be seen by the
static carrier plot.

Figure 10: Correlation Coefficient Matrix Examples

6.8

Differential Spectra and Spectrograms

Another method investigated to determine relative changes
in the processed signals was calculating the differentials of
the magnitude spectrum in both the time and frequency
directions.
Taking the differential in the time direction allows constant signals (such as static carriers) to be filtered out,
only leaving the changing parts of the signal.
Taking the differential in the frequency direction attempts
to filter out broadband changes in amplitude. This can
help to remove broadband interference and leave only the
SoI for further processing.
To improve upon the variance spectrum discusses earlier,
the mean of the time differential matrix allows a more
representative concept of change to be presented. This is
calculated as shown below. The derivative is taken in the
time domain and then summed across the time domain.

Figure 12: Differential Spectrogram (Time Axis) Examples
Figure 13 shows the differential PSD. Unfortunately due to
the normalisation function it it very hard to differentiate
the CW and static carrier. It is also noted that the output
vector is very noisy.

6.9

Fourier Transform of Spectrograms

The absolute 2D Fourier transform of the magnitude spectrogram was investigated as a classification feature. As
X d
Zarray =
S(x)
(5) expected this compressed the majority of the data into
dx
the low frequency parts of the transform.
The feature is computed as below:
Figure 11 shows examples of the differentiated magnitude
spectrum in the frequency domain. It can be seen that
Xf f tabs = |f f t2D (Xmag )|
(6)
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Neural Network Optimisation

A number of classification features from the detected signals have been investigated including: standard PSD estimate, maximum PSD, minimum PSD, variance PSD,
magnitude spectrogram, correlation coefficient matrix and
quefrency-frequency matrix.
A number of different neural network configurations have
been investigated around the following basic structure:
• Input convolutional layer
• Convolutional Layer - Pooling layer - Dropout layer
(Unit 1)
• (Repeat (Unit 1) a number of times) and flatten output
• Dense layer - Dropout layer (Unit 2)
• (repeat (Unit 2) a number of times)
• Output layer

Figure 13: Differential Spectrum (Mean across time axis)
Examples
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8.1

Results
Feature Results

The output real value matrix is then shifted such that the The following 1D features have been chosen to be used for
DC frequency bin is in the centre of the matrix for easier the classification system:
analysis.
• Power Spectral Density - mean
• Power Spectral Density - max
• Power Spectral Density - min
• Power Spectral Density - variance
The following 2D features have been chosen:
• Magnitude Spectrum
• Autocorrelation Coefficient Matrix
• Fourier Spectrogram
These features have been chosen over the others as they
provide a number of clearly visible differences between the
signal classes being investigated which can be easily observed.
8.1.1

Power Spectral Density - Mean

The mean PSD feature was found to have a testing accuFigure 14: 2D Fourier transform of the magnitude spec- racy of 94.2259%. This PSD type provides a high degree
trogram.
of accuracy (greater than 89%) for all signals apart from
CW. It is noted that AM and CW get confused by a large
Examples of the 2D Fourier transform are shown in fig- margin, presumably due to the similarity of the signals
ure 14. It can be seen that each signal produces different (the PSD of a AM signal with low speech components and
features in the Fourier transform.
a CW transmission are very similar.
• The CW signal produces a lot of high frequency harmonics (depicted as vertical lines going out left and 8.1.2 Power Spectral Density - Max
right from the centre spike) due to the sharp transitions in amplitude (as an instantaneous transmission The max PSD feature was found to have a testing accuracy of 88.1980%. Once again, CW and AM are regularly
produces infinite harmonics).
• As the static carrier by definition carries little data, confused. It is also noted that SSB has a relatively high
confusion rate. Also, the accuracies for FSK and SSB are
therefore only produced a centre spike at DC.
• The SSB example has the interesting effect of pro- lower than 85%
ducing a herring-bone style signal and the feature
produced is not symmetrical.
8.1.3 Power Spectral Density - Min
• The AM signal shows a similar herring bone structure (albeit less pronounced) and produces a sym- The min PSD feature was found to have a testing accuracy
of 80.9010%. The overall classification rate for the Min
metrical transform.
Overall a large number of feature generation techniques PSD is very low with SSB preforming the worst with 45%
have been shown. The features chosen for the classification accuracy.
system are listed in section 8.1.
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8.1.4

Power Spectral Density - Variance

The variance PSD feature was found to have a testing
accuracy of 91.8147%. Although this is not as high as
the mean PSD value, it is the 1D feature set to have the
highest minimum classification accuracy. The lowest class
accuracy is 85%.
8.1.5

Magnitude Spectrum

The magnitude spectrogram achieved a testing accuracy
of 95.1142%. This feature was the highest performing feature set. Interestingly, there was high confusion between
CW and SSB. This was not expected and will be further
investigated at a later date.
8.1.6

Autocorrelation Coefficient Matrix

Figure 16: SNR results for the classifier ensemble
The correlation coefficient matrix achieved a testing accuracy of 69.6701%. This was the worst performing feature
set out of the selection. There is a high amount of con- gram matrix was found to provide the most reliable clasfusion between a number of classes, with CW only having sification (highest minimum classification value indicating
that it is the least bias against a certain class).
11% classification accuracy.
It is also noted that the author investigated the use of regional CNNs to solve the signal location and classification
8.1.7 Fourier Spectrogram
challenge. This showed promising results and was able to
segment and classify SSB signals from a magnitude specThe Fourier transform of the magnitude spectrogram
achieved a testing accuracy of 92.5127%. This feature set trogram.
has the highest minimum value out of all the classifiers
Concept Demonstrator
of 86%. This indicates that it is a very reliable classifier 9
This section gives an overview of the concept demonstra(albeit not the “best” performing classifier).
tor produced to showcase the work from this project. The
system consists of a physically separated RF front end and
8.2 Final Ensemble Results
back-end processing server. All of the base-band processA CNN with 4 convolutional layers and two dense layers ing is carried out on a single laptop for the purposes of
at the output was found to work optimally for the 2D this demo.
features the dataset. This architecture family was also
found to work well by other academics [18, 19]. The full 9.1 RF Front End
network ensemble achieved 98.6% testing accuracy on the
five classes although it is noted that this is a very simple The RF front end provides the system with raw baseband data. This data is streamed across an Ethernet link
scenario and should be tested with more classes.
to the back-end server. A raspberry pi is used to host
the SoapySDRServer utility provided by the developers of
SoapySDR. A photo of the front end is shown in figure 17.

Figure 15: Confusion matrix for the classifier ensemble
Figure 17: Photo of the RF Front End
Overall, the magnitude spectrogram was found to be the
highest performing feature set and the Fourier spectro- A HackRF is used as the radio for this project, connected
8

to the Raspberri Pi via a USB cable. The HackRF is then
connected to a external antenna.
The two amateur radio HF antennas used during development of the project are as below:
• Super Antenna MP1 - Large tripod mounted antenna - Figure 18a
• Wonder Wand Widebander - Smaller case mounted
antenna - Figure 18b

The connection to the antenna is via a RF N connector
(figure 20aon the outside for ruggedness and a SMA connector is used on the inside of the unit for easy integration.
Power is supplied over a BNC connector (centre tip positive) and Ethernet is provided over a pass-through connector (figure 20b).

(b) Power and Ethernet Connectors
(a) N Antenna Connector

Figure 20: Demonstrator Electrical Connections
(a) “MP1 Super
Antenna”

(b) “Wonder Wand
Widebander”

9.2

Network Interconnection

The network interconnection was synthesised using a simple Ethernet switch. In the real system, this would be reThe whole RF front end system is housed in a plastic flight placed with a connection device such as 4G modem, satelcase to both protect the (expensive!) internal components lite link or cable link. For the purposes of this demo it was
decided to provide a “perfect link” (i.e. no other users, low
and allow the unit to be easily transported.
latency, etc).
A indicator panel has been included to assist the user in
setting up the system. This panel contains four LEDs:
10 Impact and Outcome
• Power - Indicates whether the 5.1V supply is active
When integrated into a next generation cognitive radio
• Boot - Indicates whether the Raspberry Pi has booted
system, interference to existing systems will be reduced.
correctly
Overall next generation cognitive radio systems will be
• Server - Indicates whether the radio server is active
more compatible due to all systems knowing the location
and accepting connections from the back end
and class of existing signals when using this technology
• Test - When the system starts, a LED test is carried
which will in turn create a safer and connected world.
out. This LED indices that a test is in progress and
the status LEDs should be ignored by the user until 11
Future Work
the test is complete
The next steps for this work will be to expand the numThese LEDs have been selected to be be different colours ber of signals recognised by the classification networks to
to allow for easy identification by the user. It is also noted assess the scalability of the architecture. Gathering data
that the LEDs have been physically separated and clearly and labelling signals requires a large amount of time due
labelled such that a user with colour-blindness and/or to the number of training examples required. In addition
poor eyesight is able to setup the system without assis- to this, increasing the throughput of the system by the use
tance. A photo of the status panel is shown in figure 19. of a compiled language (such as C++) and the integration
Figure 18: HF Antennas

of FPGAs will be investigated.

12

Conclusion

Overall it has been confirmed that it is possible to classify
RF signals utilising deep neural networks and deep convolutional neural networks. In addition it has been shown
that a number of different feature generation techniques
are capable of producing data suitable for RF signal classification. Also, a physical concept demonstrator has been
produced that is capable of classifying RF signals in real
time.
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